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In this paper we study the mod-2 cohomology rings of finite 2-groups. More precisely we want 
to estimate the nilpotence degree of an ideal in H*(G,Zs) which consists of all cohomology 
classes whose restrictions to all proper subgroups of G are trivial. We estimated this number for 
2-groups which are generated by two elements and for groups whose Frattini subgroup @J(G) is 
central and is not elementary abelian. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite 2-group. Denote by H*(G) the mod-2 cohomology ring of (the 
classifying space) the group G. 
Definition. An element u EH*(G) is called essential if res(u) = 0 for all proper sub- 
groups of G. 
For a group G which is not elementary abelian we denote by Ess(G) the ideal of 
H*(G) which consist of all essential elements. Thus 
Ess(G) = ker(res : H*(G) --f n H*(M)}, 
where the product is taken over all maximal proper subgroups of G. According to 
Quillen’s theorem [2,4] the ideal Ess(G) is nilpotent. Unfortunately, his proof does 
not provide any estimation of its nilpotence degree. Let hil(G) denote the nilpotence 
degree of the ideal Ess(G). Let us note first the following simple fact: 
Proposition. If G is a direct product of groups G,, G2, . . . . G, then hil(G)< 
min(hil(G,), . . . , hil(G,). 0 
In this paper we prove that in certain cases hil(G) 5 2. Note that the last proposi- 
tion implies it for abelian groups. From [3, Theorem 5. lo] it follows that hil(G) = 1 
for groups G which are extensions of Z, by an elementary abelian group I/ (e.g. 
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extra-special 2-groups) except in two cases: G= Qs and G=Z, when hil(G) = 2. 
Rusin in [5] and in [6] calculated the mod-2 cohomology rings of all metacyclic 
groups and of all groups of order 32. From his results one can deduce that hil(G) I 2 
for those groups. 
On the other hand for an arbitrary not elementary abelian 2-group G there is an 
important element eo EEss(G) defined as the product of all nonzero l-dimensional 
cohomology classes. Serre [7] showed that for this particular element, but an arbi- 
trary group, we have ei =O. 
Definition. We say that the group G has the cohornological length n (chl(G) = n), 
if n is the smallest positive integer for which there exists nonzero l-dimensional 
cohomology classes x1,x2, . . ..x., such that x, .x2.... .x,=0 in H”(G). 
From Serre’s results follows that for an arbitrary (not elementary abelian) 2-group 
its cohomological length is bounded by 2 - (2”- l), where m= dim H’(G). In the 
next section we prove that hil(G)<chl(G). This simple observation will be funda- 
mental for the proof of two of our main results: 
Proposition A. Let G be a 2-group generated by two elements which is not elernen- 
tary abelian. Then hil(G)I2. 
Proposition B. Let G be a 2-group satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Q(G) c Z(G). 
(ii) Q(G) is not an elementary abelian subgroup of G. 
Then hil(G) 5 2. 
Unfortunately we can not extend these results to all 2-groups. We can only ask 
the following question: 
Question. Is hiI( for an arbitrary 2-group G? 
2. Proofs 
Throughout this section we denote by Van elementary abelian 2-group. We iden- 
tify its mod-2 cohomology ring with the symmetric algebra S(V#) where I/# is the 
dual (as a vector space) of I/. For convenience we set hil(V) = 00. All group exten- 
sions are central. 
Proposition 1. If HC G is a subgroup of G of index two then the sequence 
H’(G) ‘x Hi+‘(G) 5 H’+‘(H), 
is exact for all i, where XE H’(G) is a homomorphism G --+ Z2 such that ker(x) = H. 
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Proof. It is enough to apply the Gysin sequence to the bundle of O-spheres 
c : BH-t BG, induced by inclusion H-t G. 0 
The proposition implies that ker(res odH) is a principal ideal generated by the 
element x such that ker x= H. Hence Ess(G) = n {(x): XE H’(G)). 
Corollary 2. Let G be an arbitrary group. Then hil(G)Ichl(G). 
Proof. Let n = chl(G). Thus there exist nonzero l-dimensional classes x1,x2, . . . ,x,, 
such that xi .x2 . ‘.. * x,, = 0. Proposition 1 implies that every element u E ES(G) is 
divisible by an arbitrary l-dimensional cohomology class. In particular for any 
sequence ul, . . . , u,~Ess(G) we have u~~u2~~~~~u,=x~~x2~~~~~x,~w=0, for some 
w E H*(G), hence (Ess(G))” = 0. 0 
Lemma 3. Let n : G + G, be an epimorphism. Then chl(G) 5 chl(G). 
Proof. Let n = chl(G) and let R,,.%?~, . . . , x,, be nonzero l-dimensional cohomology 
classes such that x1 *X2 *....x,,=O in H”(e). For i=l,...,n we define X;=n*(~i). 
The induced map rc” is manic on the first cohomology group hence these elements 
are nontrivial. rc is a group homomorphism hence rc* is a ring homomorphism so 
that xi .x2. ... .x, =0 in H”(G). 0 
Now we recall some facts from group theory. 
Lemma 4. Let G be an n-generator group of order 2k. Then for any 1~ k there 
exist an epimorphism rt : G -+ G, onto a group C of order 2! Moreover if n 5 11 k 
one can find such G which also is an n-generator group. 
Proof. Proceeding by induction with respect to n we may assume that I= k- 1. Let 
Cc @(G) 17 Z(G) be a cyclic subgroup of order 2. Clearly the projection rr : G ++ 
G = G/C satisfies the required conditions. 0 
Proposition 5. Let Z2 F+ G --ft G be an extension defined by a nontrivial cocycle 
Q E H’(G) which is a product of l-dimensional classes. Then chl(G) = 2. 
Proof. Let Q=u*u’where u,u’~Hl(C). Thus rr*(~),rc*(~‘)#O and rr*(u).rc*(u’)= 
n*(Q). To see that n*(Q) =0 in H2(G) we consider the following pull-back 
diagram: 
z2 7 G-G 
The top extension is defined by n*(Q) and it splits. 0 
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Proof of Proposition A. A 2-generator group which is not elementary abelian has 
at least 8 elements. There are three 2-generator groups of order 8: the product of 
two cyclic groups Z2xZ4, the dihedral group Ds and the quaternion group Qs. 
Their cohomology rings are as follows (cf. [5]): 
ff*v, x Gi) = 7721x9 Y, zl 4x2>, 
H*(Q) = ~2LG Y, Zl/(XY), 
ff*(Q,) = ~~[x,Y,~~/(x*+~Y+Y*,x~Y+xY~), 
where deg(x) = deg(y) = 1, deg(z) = 2 and deg(t) = 4. It is clear that the cohomological 
length of the first two groups is 2. Unfortunately chl(Q,)>2, but it is straightfor- 
ward to show that Ess(Q& =(x2,xy,y2). Thus (Ess(Q~))~=O and hil(Q,)= 2. 
Let G be an arbitrary 2-generator group. By Lemma 4, there is an epimorphism 
n:G+c, where lGI=8. If G=:D,or G=z2x&thenLemma3 andCorollary 
imply that hil(G) I 2. 
Suppose now that ) G I> 8 and that G = Qs. In this case there is an epimorphism 
G+ G’, where G’ is nontrivial extension of Z2 by Qs, with a cocycle QE H2(Qs). 
Every element of H2(Qs) is decomposable into a product of l-dimensional classes, 
thus, by Proposition 5, chl(G’) =2. Now Lemma 3 and Corollary 2 imply that 
hil(G)r2. Cl 
Note that the same proof shows that if an arbitrary 2-group G admits an epimor- 
phism G+ G, where G is a 2-generator group of order 16, then hil(G)I2. 
From Rusin’s calculation one can deduce that among 3-generator groups of 
order 64 there is only single one, denoted by G’, for which chl(G’) L 3. The group 
G’ is an extension of z2 by T’d (for definition cf. [l]) defined by the cocycle 
(x + y + .z)2 + xz, where x, y, z are generators of H1 (T,d) (in the notation of [6]). It 
is possible to show that chl(G’) = 3. 
Proof of Proposition B. We assume that Q(G) c Z(G) and @(G) is not elementary 
abelian. Thus there is a subgroup KC CD(G) such that @(G)/K=Z, and K is central 
in G. Let G’ be the quotient group G/K. Its Frattini subgroup is isomorphic to & 
and G’/@(G’) = G/@(G) is an elementary abelian group denoted by K By Lemma 
3 and Corollary 2, to conclude the proof it is enough to show that chl(G’) = 2. For 
this purpose we consider the following diagram: 
Z4 - G’- V 
Z2 m G//Z, - V. 
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We will prove that chl(G’/Z2)=2. The bottom extension is defined by a cocycle 
z*(Q) eH2(T,Z2), while the cocycle QeH2(KZ4) defines the middle one. Both 
extensions are clearly nontrivial. The Bockstein sequence corresponding to the short 
exact sequence of coefficients Z2 H Z4 & Z2 implies that: 
im{n,:H2(~Z4)+H2(V;Z2)} = ker{p:H2(K.Z2)+H3(1/,Z2)}. 
The Bockstein homomorphism /3 coincides with first Steenrod square Sq’. Thus 
from the Cartan formula we obtain that 
ker{Sq’ :H2(KZ2)+H3(V,Z2)} = {x’:xEH’(V)}. 
Thus in particular n*(Q) =x2 for some XE H’(V). Now Proposition 5 and Lemma 
3 imply that chl(G) s chl(G’) 5 chl(G’/Z,) = 2. 0 
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